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gives you unparalleled access
to the tools you need to
engage with your donors
and close more gifts
Gift Programs - CresPro includes everything
you need to illustrate and close planned and
blended gifts – from persuasive donor-friendly
proposals to detailed technical explanations,
trust documents and more

30-Day Free Trial
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Magazine Quality Proposals - When CresPro
is paired with our GiftLegacy Pro marketing
service, you can customize donor proposals
with your logo, photos, colors, fonts and text

�

Access CresPro Anywhere - You can use
CresPro in the office, on the road, your hotel
room and even on airplane Wi-Fi

�

Immediate Updates - Always have the most
current gift information and software updates
when meeting with donors

Discover the power of CresPro
4For a free trial, visit crescendointeractive.com

We are excited about the new CresPro
software! The new proposals bring funding
opportunities to life with the ability to personalize
them for each donor while fully integrating our
branding and custom text. We’ve always relied on
Crescendo for our donor proposal software and
we’ve had great success with it. We look forward to
enhancing and increasing asks and closing more
gifts than ever with the power of CresPro.
– Karla Aho

Integrated Marketing for Planned Gifts

Director of Gift Planning (Michigan Tech University)

TODAY’S ANNUAL GIVING
becomes tomorrow’s
transformational gifts.
Is your team equipped to
build a strong donor pipeline?
Introducing Annual Giving Fundamentals,
an on-demand training series.

Created by Campbell & Company’s team of annual giving
experts, our flexible curriculum delivers the tools you need
—when it’s convenient for you.
Choose from six topics:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Understanding Annual Giving: An Overview
Building a Successful Phonathon Program
Maximizing Direct Mail
Harnessing Email & Online Giving
Creating an Annual Giving Strategic Plan
Leveraging Benchmarking

Start building your skills now: bit.ly/AG-training

campbellcompany.com
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hat an honor it has been to serve AHP as its chair. When I
started my career in health care philanthropy 30 years ago, I
never dreamed I would be leading the organization I have come
to depend on so heavily. I have enjoyed the past two years immensely and am
excited about the direction in which AHP is moving. I feel much has been
accomplished through the hard work and dedication of many AHP volunteers
and our devoted staff.
I was thrilled that Sharon Jones, FAHP, CFRE, was recognized as
the 2018 Harold J. (Si) Seymour Award winner. As director of the AHP
Madison Institute, she has been instrumental in changing and growing
the Institute. Under her leadership—and working with long-time Madison
faculty member Jim DeLauro—the Institute launched the Health System
Philanthropy Residency Program, a 15-month, comprehensive educational
program designed to develop the next generation of system-level leaders.
Her work with Janet DeWolfe, FAHP, CFRE, and the Accreditation
Committee led to an in-depth study of the Fellows Program and then
produced solid recommendations to help bring the program into the 21st
century. The new Fellows Program, which will launch in 2019, will be a
true standard for leadership and accomplishment in our profession.
At the core of AHP are its volunteers. Over the past 50 years, hundreds
of volunteers have served AHP through educational offerings, committees
and governance work. It seemed, however, that we continually went to the
same corps of volunteers for assistance. As many key volunteers begin to
exit our profession through retirement, we worried about engaging the next
generation.
The new Forty Under 40 program recognizes the top young professionals
in our field and promotes health care philanthropy as a long-term career
option. There were dozens of nominations for this recognition award, which
bodes well for the future of AHP and our culture of volunteerism. I can’t
wait to congratulate the winners at the 2018 AHP Annual International
Conference in San Diego.
I end my term as your chair with excitement for the future of AHP and
with my heartfelt appreciation to you, our members, for allowing me the
honor to serve.
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By Alice Ayres, M.B.A.

AHP President and Chief Executive Officer

AS I SEE IT

The future is bright for AHP

H

ealth care is among the most honorable and critical industries
in the world, and yet the financial health of our health care
institutions is under siege. As an industry, we have cut and cut
our way to bottom-line goals, but cost containment continues to top the
list of strategies for our chief executive officers.
I was drawn to AHP because I see philanthropy as the curve bender.
What each of you do every day makes a substantial revenue impact on
our health care organizations, and that secures the future health of our
communities, our friends and our neighbors. The important work you do
safeguards the health of our organizations, which is why I am so honored
to serve you as AHP’s new CEO.
My mission, and that of AHP, is to support you in this work. Since
my arrival, you have been generous with your time, your warm welcomes,
your thoughtful advice and your feedback on what you need from AHP.
You have shared your excitement for AHP’s future and your eagerness
to see AHP grow and adapt to serve the ever-changing needs of health
care philanthropy professionals. You have expressed willingness to
contemplate new directions, eagerness for more diversity and inclusiveness
and the desire to volunteer your time and expertise to help AHP become
even stronger. For all of this, I am enormously grateful and extremely
energized.
I see immense opportunity for AHP to provide even greater support
to you. The best practices and innovations in health care philanthropy
lie within this membership. As we harness them, we will unlock the
true power of our collaboration. Delivering best practices through new
formats—digital, local events, train-the-trainers, webinars—will speed
dissemination and exponentially expand our collective learning. The
development of affinity groups within the membership will allow for even
more meaningful networking and mentorship.
As we develop new and different ways to serve, my hope is you will feel
comfortable to share your feedback with us—both complimentary and
constructive. We want to learn and optimize to ensure we are best serving
your needs.
This is a truly exciting time to be in health care—especially health care
philanthropy. The sky is the limit on what we can accomplish together!
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Welcome, Alice Ayres!
AHP’s New President
and Chief Executive
Officer
Alice Ayres, M.B.A., brings
deep health care industry
knowledge and strong
marketing skills to the
role of chief executive
officer, both of which
she will employ as AHP
develops new educational
opportunities and tools to
support the important work
of health care philanthropy
professionals.
Ayres welcomes the
opportunity to speak with
AHP members, as she wants
to ensure the association is
best meeting the needs of
those it serves. You can reach
Ayres at 703/538-3140 or
alice@ahp.org.

2018 AHP Annual International Conference
October 17-20 | San Diego, CA • Manchester Grand Hyatt

Find new horizons

N

avigating the changing health care philanthropy
environment can be a challenge. The AHP Annual
International Conference is your opportunity to stay up
to date on the latest trends, best practices and hot topics in
the field.
Designed to help you lead, focus, learn and connect:
• Lead: Rediscover your passion for philanthropy and return
to the office invigorated. Accelerate your progress toward
certification by earning up to 21 CFRE credits.
• Focus: Each educational session is specifically tailored
to the health care philanthropy sector. Whether your topof-mind issue is grateful patient giving, systemization,

physician engagement or all of the above, you’ll find
answers to your pressing questions.
• Learn: With more than 50 educational sessions and
workshops exploring all aspects of health care fundraising,
you’ll be sure to find ideas you can apply right away.
• Connect: Expand your network of friends, colleagues and
industry experts at the world’s largest gathering of health
care philanthropy professionals. Discover the techniques
and tactics your fellow AHP members use to succeed.
Join us in San Diego this October and chart your course to
fundraising success!
Register at www.ahp.org/International.

xpoint/Getty Images

Must-see attractions in San Diego

T

he AHP Annual International
Conference is a great learning
experience no matter
where it takes place. But the right
destination can make your experience
exponentially better. This year, San
Diego offers conference attendees a
world-class destination city. Check
out these must-see attractions:

Balboa Park
Located in downtown San Diego,
Balboa Park is home to more than 16
museums, botanical gardens, multiple
performing arts venues, cafes, shops
and many other recreational activities,
including the renowned San Diego
f11photo/Getty Images

Zoo. Spread across 1,200 acres,
the zoo is one of the most popular
attractions in San Diego. Visit
www.balboapark.org to view events
and itinerary ideas.
Gaslamp Quarter
The Gaslamp Quarter’s 16.5-block
district offers premier nightlife
entertainment covered in rich
Victorian architecture and history.
Visit a variety of shops, art galleries,
theaters and amazing restaurants,
bars and clubs. It’s the perfect place
to let your hair down after spending
the day learning and networking at
the conference. View the various
restaurants and shops at
www.gaslamp.org.
USS Midway
The USS Midway is the longestserving American aircraft carrier of
the 20th century. This historical relic
offers patrons the opportunity to
explore 60 different exhibits and 29
restored aircraft, including some that
have flown in World War II, Operation
Desert Storm and the Korean War.

They offer tours and educational
opportunities to immerse yourself in
American history. Get tickets at
www.midway.org.
Coronado Beach
Coronado Beach—meaning “crowned
one” in Spanish—provides a
1.5-mile-long shoreline, pristine sand,
picturesque scenery and a peaceful
atmosphere to unwind and relax.
While you’re there, you can explore
the infamous Hotel del Coronado
featured in Marilyn Monroe’s 1958
film, Some Like It Hot.
SeaWorld
San Diego’s SeaWorld offers
unlimited fun for all ages, including
interactive sea animal experiences,
thrilling amusement park rides and
amazing shows and presentations.
You can schedule a hands-on tour,
meet a penguin, swim with dolphins
or explore at your leisure. If you
have an interest in sea animals, this
attraction is a must-see. To purchase
tickets and learn more, visit
www.seaworld.com/san-diego.
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The Association for Healthcare Philanthropy 2018 Forty Under 40 program is designed
to recognize the future leaders within the health care development community.
These 40 young professionals have demonstrated success in their careers and are
shaping the future of the health care development industry. They will be recognized at
the 2018 AHP Annual International Conference, where they will be honored during the
Leadership Reception and throughout the course of the event.
Collectively, we are changing the world—one campaign at a time.
FIRST NAME LAST NAME
Aaron

Peace

TITLE

ORGANIZATION

Vice President of Philanthropy and President of the Dignity Health
Foundation - East Valley

Dignity Health

Aaron

Sanderson

Vice President, Philanthropy

Plan International Canada

Amanda

Stevens, MBA, CFRE

Foundation Executive Director

Hill Country Memorial

Anne

Cannon

Director, Events & Donor Relations

Norton Healthcare

Anne

Clouse

Vice President & Executive Director

INTEGRIS Foundation

Ashley

Blubaugh

Director of Development

University of Colorado Anschutz Medical Campus

Ashley

Nall

Senior Gift Officer

Johns Hopkins All Children’s Foundation

Carmen

Shipley

Executive Director

St. Mary’s Hospital Foundation

Chelsea

Moeller

Director of Philanthropy

MaineGeneral Health

Christy

Holtby

Vice President of Strategic Partnerships

University Hospital Foundation

Colin

Hennigar

Vice-President, Major Gifts

SickKids Foundation

Darina

Landa

Executive Director

Office of Advancement, Faculty of Medicine, University of
Toronto

Erin

Hickey

Assistant Vice Chancellor for Development of Children’s Health

UCSF & UCSF Benioff Children’s Hospitals

Erin

Stitzel

Principal Consultant

Accordant Philanthropy

Jason

Huff

Executive Director, Foundation Optimization & Administration

Mercy Health Foundation

Jenna

Watson

Director, Digital and Direct Marketing

Vanderbilt University Medical Center

Jennifer

Smith

Senior Executive Director

Hackensack Meridian Health Foundation

Jesse

Dees

Development Office

Collingwood General & Marine Hospital Foundation

Jillian

Payne

Assistant Vice President for Philanthropy

Loma Linda University Health

Julie

Cooke

Manager, Corporate and Community Engagement

Lakeridge Health Foundation

Lauren

Short

Annual Giving Manager

Riverside Healthcare

Meaghan

Stovel McKnight

Senior Vice President & Chief Operating Officer

Trillium Health Partners Foundation

Megan

Mahncke

President SCL Health Foundations

SCL Health

Megan

Tregunno

Vice President, Chief Advancement Officer

Women’s College Hospital Foundation

Melody

Craggs

Director of Development

Stevenson Memorial Hospital Foundation

Molly

Sutton

Foundation Director

Avera Queen of Peace Hospital

Nathania

Fung

Associate Director, Annual Giving

VGH & UBC Hospital Foundation

Nicole

Bjerke

Senior Development Officer

CentraCare Health Foundation

Nicole

Milo

Chief Development Officer

Centura Health

Rebecca

Rymes

Grant Administrator

St. Vincent’s HealthCare Foundation

Renee

León

Donor Relations Officer

HMNH Foundation

Robyn

Jones-Murrell

Associate Vice President Development

BC Cancer Foundation

Roel

Yambao

Chief Operating Officer

Florida Hospital Foundation

Ryann

DeMoss

Senior Major Gift Officer

Beacon Health Foundation

Samantha

Vigliotta

VP Foundation & External Affairs

Peconic Bay Medical Center (Northwell Health)

Shannon

Kisselbaugh

Director of Philanthropy

Heuser Hearing Institute

Susanne

Chaffey

Vice President of Philanthropy

University Hospital Foundation

Taylor

Gilmour

Assistant Vice President

Samaritan Foundations/Samaritan Health Services

Tim

Dockery

Executive Director for Principal and Planned Gifts

University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences

Todd

Peterson

Senior Director Development

Be The Match Foundation
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Philanthropy 2030: Encouraging early
health care development careers
By Deb Taft

H

ealth care philanthropy has shown the largest
absolute growth in number of employees of any
nonprofit sector, and development professionals
have never been more vital to health care. Yet demand for
qualified development talent still far outpaces supply.
Without talent in the pipeline—either laterally or
from the ground up—philanthropy will not reach its
full potential in the 21st century. Making health care
development a visible and desirable career choice would
energize the economy, attract diversity and create societal
impact—all high-impact benefits.
Enter Philanthropy 2030, a national advisory board
comprised of leaders from health care, education, arts
and national nonprofit organizations. The board’s goal:
to raise awareness of compelling career options in
fundraising. Increasing awareness means helping people
of all ages understand key components of philanthropy,
fundraising and the broader field of advancement.
Sharing a commitment to the profession, this dynamic
group provides strategic direction and devises practical
solutions to help nonprofits build their professional
pipelines for the future.
Of particular interest to the board are millennials,
America’s largest living generation. With millennials
surpassing baby boomers, and Generation Z right on their
heels, the influence and participation of younger people
in the health care development profession is more crucial
than ever. Unfortunately, there are few formal training
opportunities for prospective nonprofit health care
development professionals at either the high school or
university level, nor are there many welcoming pathways
for midcareer changers.
Several generations and sectors of people may be
perfect matches for the profession. Nonprofit health care
organizations need to understand how to better reach
them.
Here are some ways your organization can help build
the talent pipeline:
• Encourage the students you know to request formal
mentoring relationships with fundraisers.
• Recommend that recent university graduates
consider how their skills can be used to build financial
sustainability in nonprofit organizations.
• Know a high school or college career counselor? Talk to
them about mentioning nonprofits when speaking with
students about employment options.

monkeybusinessimages/Getty Images

• Offer to speak at sororities, fraternities and community
service clubs to plant seeds for students to consider a
nonprofit career.
• Provide internships to local college students at your
development office.
• Hire individuals with the skills and backgrounds to take
fundraising to the next level, including a young person
or person of color, to further the profession.
For more ways to help, please visit philanthropy2030.
com.
Deb Taft is chief executive officer of Lois L. Lindauer
Searches and convenes the Philanthropy 2030 Board.
She previously directed all global consulting practices
for Grenzebach Glier and Associates and held executive
advancement roles for Tufts Medical Center, Dana-Farber
Cancer Institute and Girl Scouts of the USA.
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Where is the love?
By James Green, M.B.A., CFRE

I

n the struggle to maintain a healthy relationship with early career fundraisers, nonprofits still have a commitment
problem. Contrary to predictions of decline, the fundraising field is booming with qualified young professionals.
The real issue is that new fundraisers are often not given the proper development tools to succeed. Even worse,
nonprofits are typically unaware that they are not investing enough resources into their early career fundraisers.
To read tips on how to foster your relationship with your new fundraisers and keep them in your organization longer,
check out the full article online at www.ahp.org/resources-and-tools/ahp-connect-articles.

State of the profession: millennial fundraisers and opportunity

Since 1995, the number of collegeeducated fundraisers with a graduate
degree increased almost 9%.

90%

AVERAGE AGE

33.5

Ninety percent of nonprofit CEOs
believe their organization offers
formal professional development
opportunities, but only 52% of

30.5

their leadership teams agree.

14.8%

Median
age

27

1996

52%

From 2016 to 2026, the
fundraising occupation
is expected to grow by
14.8%—nearly double the

2016

The average age
of entry into the
profession declined
from 33.5 in 1996
to 30.5 in 2016,
and the median

age of the first
fundraising job
is 27.

average occupational
growth rate.

Funding for professional
development and capacity building
from foundations had decreased
from 1.24% of total awards to
nonprofits from 1992 to 2011 to

0.8% by 2013.

Fifty-five percent of emerging
nonprofit leaders believe they need to
leave their organizations to advance their
careers.
Early career fundraisers (less than 10
years’ experience) average merely

2 to 2.5 years per job.

Source: Green, James. “Where is the love?” AHP Connect Articles. www.ahp.org/resources-and-tools/ahp-connect-articles.
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“

Working with CCS ensured a successful launch of the largest campaign in Dignity Health East Valley’s history.
The CCS team brought passion, insight, and tenacity to push our campaign forward and exceed our first-year
campaign fundraising goals while building significant momentum for the coming years.
Aaron Peace, President/Chief Philanthropy Officer

”

CCS CONGRATULATES
DIGNITY HEALTH FOUNDATION EAST VALLEY
ON THE LAUNCH OF A $25 MILLION CAMPAIGN
Chandler Regional Medical Center, Mercy Gilbert Medical Center, and the community outreach programs
managed by Dignity Health in the East Valley, are committed to delivering compassionate, high-quality,
affordable health services; serving and advocating for the poor and disenfranchised; and partnering
with others in the community to improve quality of life. In April 2017, Dignity Health Foundation East
Valley retained CCS, and after a successful feasibility and planning study, the Foundation and CCS began
implementing a five-year, $25 million comprehensive campaign to construct two new medical facilities
at Chandler Regional Medical Center and Mercy Gilbert Medical Center.

WE PARTNER WITH NONPROFITS FOR TRANSFORMATIONAL CHANGE

info@ccsfundraising.com | ccsfundraising.com

F E A T U R E | B y Kitty McKay

Service

recovery
How dropped balls
and angry donors can
work in your favor
12 | HEALTHCARE PHILANTHROPY JOURNAL / FALL 2018

T
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he power of service recovery for turning around unfavorable
incidents was demonstrated to me a few years back. As the
director of foundation development at Carson Tahoe Health,
at the time, I received a call from an enraged widower, expressing
how “cruel” and “heartless” he thought we were. Apparently,
a survey was mailed to his home, asking about his wife’s care
experience, even though she had died. He was livid, having
convinced himself that we knew she was dead and had sent it
“intentionally,” “in contempt,” and that we “utterly lacked basic
human decency.” This was back when we mailed surveys, and his
wife had had two admissions close together. The survey he received
had been mailed after discharge for her first visit, prior to her
subsequent admission when she passed away. While initially taken
aback by his furious attack, it seemed likely that his extremely
escalated state was caused by intense grief.
Realizing there was nothing I could say
to make it better, and it would probably help
to let him vent freely, I just listened. When
he seemed to be calming a bit, I empathized
by acknowledging how incredibly hurtful
it must have felt to receive a survey like
that after her passing. Then I apologized,
earnestly, and thanked him for taking
the time to share his painful experience
because it made us aware that we needed to
improve our process and that, thanks to his
willingness to share, we could make it better
for others. We spent a solid 15 minutes
on the phone, and through my hearing,
empathizing, apologizing, resolving and
thanking him, his emotions de-escalated
and his heart opened. He wound up
thanking us for the truly outstanding and
compassionate care his wife had received,

and then he made a $500 contribution to
the foundation. And while I have always
been adept at mending fences, given the
magnitude of this particular situation, I am
certain that the positive transformation of
his awful experience into a healing one was
due in large part to how carefully I truly
listened and then followed the progressive
steps of our established service recovery
process.

The power of prompt, effective
response

In hospitals, things can, and do, go wrong.
Treating patients is complex, and the myriad
of moving parts our caregivers have to juggle
in order to deliver safe, compassionate and
efficient treatment is immense. No matter
how hard everyone tries, unmet expectations
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come with the territory. While
we can’t eliminate every negative
incident, we can shift how we
receive feedback and respond to
it, and we can begin to view these
times as welcome opportunities.
Unlike other development
professionals who support worthy
causes, health care fundraisers face a
unique challenge: Our existing and
potential donors also receive services
from us. And while the opportunity
for a meaningful medical exchange
that creates a grateful patient exists,
so does the opposite. Our care team
may drop the ball with a donor
we’ve been stewarding for years,
putting our relationship at risk. If
you receive a stomach-turning call
from a donor, take a deep breath
and realize that each time we work
to remedy a service breakdown,
we have the chance to deepen
our connection. Without slipups,
the opportunity for developing a
more meaningful bond might not
otherwise occur. By dealing with
issues earnestly and effectively,
discontented donors often turn
around and express appreciation for
the extra caring demonstrated on
their behalf. Through the process,
they draw closer to our organization
and become more engaged. The
key to having a dropped ball work
in your favor is to perform heartfelt
service recovery—in the moment—
elevating donor engagement.
One of the best descriptions
of how a service breakdown can
actually be a good thing comes
from the founder of The Thriving
Small Business website, who also is
a Certified Manager of Quality and
Organizational Excellence through
the American Society for Quality:
“Service recovery is a theory that
suggests that a customer who has
a bad experience and receives a
prompt, effective response to their
issues will be a more loyal customer
than a customer who had no bad

experience at all. … The reason
is that a bad experience provides
an organization the opportunity
to demonstrate how valuable the
customer is to them.”1
In other words, when we work to
remedy something that went wrong,
our donors get to feel how much we
value them, that we truly care. Who
doesn’t appreciate knowing they
matter enough for someone to go the
extra mile to make things better? As
the director overseeing both the care
experience and the foundation in
our 240-licensed bed, independent
health system in Carson City,
Nevada, I regularly express to
patients and family members that
while “we may not always be perfect,
we are earnest about making things
right,” and they get it. They forgive,
and we connect more deeply. People
understand that mistakes happen,
and they will generally forgive
a misstep, as long as the people
involved are willing to truly listen
and empathize with how the issue
impacted them, then do their best to
remedy the situation.

Integrating development
into the care experience

Overseeing development, as well as
the care experience, offers unique
benefits, especially in terms of
nurturing a supportive environment
for grateful patient giving. (For those
of you without this integration,
consider ways to collaborate with
your patient experience team and
experiment with innovative work
flows that foster this mutually
beneficial organizational goal.)
In our system, both departments
function as proactive ambassadors
of goodwill, and by integrating
fundraising efforts, along with
strategies that elevate the patient
and employee experience (patient
and staff rounding, discharge calls,
ongoing process improvement,
employee giving initiatives and

enterprise-wide fundraising), our
work is synergistic and significantly
enhances the patient and donor
experience.
When I was only overseeing
the foundation, it was frustrating
when a community member shared
a bad experience with me—not
only because it was beyond my
control to remedy the source of
the problem, but also because I
did not have an effective step-bystep service recovery method that
consistently turned things around.
Then in 2014, we began working
with Integrated Loyalty Systems,
which helped guide us through
a comprehensive cultural shift.
One of the many tools provided
was the service recovery process
outlined in the sidebar on page 15.
As a development professional, you
may not have to perform service
recovery that often—but when you
do, consistently applying each step,
in order, will help sustain a donor
relationship that might otherwise
be irreparable. In many cases, it
may deepen your connection even
further.

Additional benefits of
service recovery

Four years later, our original
service recovery process is active
in our outpatient settings. For
inpatients, we use the H-E-A-R-T
communication tools, supported by
an integrated, electronic rounding
tool. A recent example of a tracked
service recovery from front-line staff
in one of our outpatient imaging
centers demonstrates the power of
using H-E-A-R-T++, as well as how
significant it is for customers to be
made aware that, as a result of them
speaking up, we will be acting on
their feedback and applying it to our
continuous improvement process.
1. Describe the situation
“A patient [who was due to have
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The ‘how to’ and tools of the service recovery process
Our message to staff: When we’ve fallen short of expectations, patients can still experience Carson
Tahoe as an “excellent” organization when we demonstrate our willingness and ability to fix a
situation. Service recovery begins with recognizing, or anticipating, a service breakdown, and
then acting with H-E-A-R-T++.

H-E-A-R-T++ Process
H - Hear

Listen actively, without interjecting defensively. Restate the situation to be sure
you’ve heard everything.

E - Empathize

Focus on the “human” or “emotional” side of the interaction. You should be as
concerned as they are upset. If a patient, customer or colleague is angry, showing
little or no emotion (in an attempt to remain calm) will only make them angrier. Say
things like, “I understand why you are upset.” It’s not a good idea to say, “Just calm
down.”

A - Apologize

It is OK to be sincerely sorry for the situation without accepting specific blame or
fault. Remember, you should be sincerely sorry that the patient is upset, regardless
of whether the problem is real or perceived, our fault or not.

R - Resolve

Bottom line: Fix it. Communicate how you will fix it. Provide whatever was rightfully
expected in the first place. If there is a misunderstanding, provide information. If
you are unable to do what is expected, explain why, and what you will do to get
someone who can fix the problem.

T - Thank

Remember, most people don’t complain; they just leave and tell everyone else
not to come, or they post negatively on social media. A complaint is a gift, an
opportunity to make it right. Say, “Again, I am very sorry this happened to you, and
thank you for telling us; now we can try to make it better and work to keep it from
happening to anyone else.”

+ Plus it up!

After you meet the requested fix, do something extra, according to what you’ve
discussed as a team. When appropriate, use note cards and/or gift cards available
in your department.

+ Plus: Track it

Use the “Track It” form to track the situation for continuous improvement. Act to
prevent the problem from occurring again. For continuity of care, communicate
the event/service recovery at the next patient handover. Inform colleagues what
happened.
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At Carson Tahoe Health, service recovery toolkits are
available in each department throughout the system
and contain paper tracking forms, though 90 percent
of reporting is submitted online. Note cards, gas cards,
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included in the kit, though they are seldom needed—
because in so many instances, successful service recovery
can be achieved simply with H-E-A-R-T communication.
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surgery immediately after his
sentinel node scan] shared that he
was disappointed in the ‘cranky’
response from one of our people
in scheduling when he called for
clarification on the check-in time for
his sentinel node scan. The patient
stated he had been given multiple
different check-in times, and when
he called to clarify, he was told by
someone in an irritated voice that
if he didn’t check in by 8:25, his
appointment would be rescheduled.”
2. Describe action: How did we fix
it?
“I took extra care to explain the
process for his scan and later
surgery, to the extent of my
knowledge, apologized for the
miscommunication earlier and
assured him that we would escalate
his concern so that the scheduling
employee might receive more
training.” In addition to this patient
feeling cared for in the face of a
frightening procedure, he was
assured that staff members are
grateful for his feedback because
he helped identify a coaching
opportunity they might not
otherwise have known needed
attention.
This example of how staff
handled service recovery is not
rocket science. In fact, at the start of
our journey, we were inundated with
comments along the lines of, “I don’t
get it; this stuff is common sense,”
and “Why all the fuss?” This process
is really effective, and it’s deceptively
simple. It truly is common sense
and common humanity; however,
it isn’t consistent practice until you
intentionally make it so.

Committing to service
recovery

The impact of creating awareness
about the importance of
communicating warmly, and then

coaching specifics as to how that
looks and sounds, results in an
empowered staff who become their
own self-inspiring ambassadors.
Systematic service recovery steadily
improves the patient experience,
while helping staff feel more
engaged and fulfilled. It feels a
whole lot better to act as a proactive
problem solver than as a complaint
dumping ground.
We also assure staff that,
sometimes, despite our best efforts,
we simply can’t make it better. Not
all people are seeking achievable
resolution. Some people seem more
inclined to continue expressing
outrage. On the rare occasion this
occurs, leadership coaches the staff
to accept the situation and move
on. We can’t fix everything, though
we can find comfort in knowing we
made every attempt.
If you are going through
your own organizational shift to
communicating in a more patientcentric way, one that takes the time
to be warm and patient, it helps
to be realistic with expectations.
This is no wave-of-a-wand fix.
Implementing a service recovery
process, systemwide, takes a lot of
patience and the ability to celebrate
baby steps. In our case, knowing
that our resources are limited when
it comes to auditing and coaching
the systematic utilization of this
process, one of the yard sticks we use
to measure progress is not the total
number of incidents tracked, but
rather the following: Are we seeing
signs of becoming more consistently
kind communicators, housewide?
And are we receiving and acting
upon information that points to
areas in need of improvement?
At the end of the day, if you have
to choose that one big thing upon
which to focus, it needs to be the
“H” of the H-E-A-R-T++ service
recovery process. Hear! Really listen
without responding defensively—

just like with the widower on the
phone. It can be torture to simply
listen at times, especially if we are
being wrongly accused of something.
Yet it is the single most effective
bridge to de-escalating and shifting
anger to understanding. People
want to feel fully heard, and there is
a reason we have two ears and one
mouth.
The fabulous news about applying
a more systematic service recovery
approach in your own organization
is that as a development professional
you are brilliant, resilient and
already adept at connecting with
donors. The challenges you artfully
navigate on any given day would
make a mere mortal run for the
hills. And while it’s not a viable
moves management strategy to
create problems in order to solve
them, you can see how connecting
more meaningfully with existing
and potential donors, over inevitable
service breakdowns, can foster
the ultimate goal: deepening
engagement. Find the aspects of
service recovery that fit your culture
and keep empowering your staff—
and yourself—to embrace those
dropped balls, perform the process
of heartfelt service recovery and
enjoy the rewards of enhanced donor
relations.
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The Elf Workshop
A children’s hospital networking
springboard to giving

I

t is well known that charitable giving peaks during the
holiday season.1 This philanthropic giving comes in
the form of cash contributions and in-kind donations.
Often these in-kind donations are labor-intensive and
cumbersome, but in pediatric hospital settings they can be
as good as cash when they come in the form of toys and
supplies used to help care for the children being treated.

In the ever-shrinking landscape of
health care funding, many health systems
are grappling with the notion that
philanthropy and charitable gift giving
may be an increasingly important sector
to explore in the search for revenue. 2
While politicians consider options for
health care reform, health systems across
the nation are struggling to find alternate
sources of revenue to help bolster
financial models in the health care sector
that are weakening at best and crumbling
at worst.

Philanthropy and volunteerism are
gaining traction as two complementary
opportunities to help stem the current
health care financial instability. 3 They
yield different sources of support but
come from the same basic area of
community engagement and giving.4
Each has a fundamental drive to build
successful models of networking in
which the donor, compelled by internal
desires to help, gives either time, money
or both to help the mission of the health
care system.5 This networking strategy
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creates a feedback loop that promotes
giving more and recruiting friends
to the network to increase giving.6
Engaging in the cultivation of donors
for either philanthropy or volunteerism
adds levels of complexity and cost7. Yet
when exploring the costs versus gains,
superimposed across a changing and
uncertain health care marketplace,
health care systems are increasingly
opting to find ways to maximize those
gains.8
As the aims for large donations gain
traction, it is easy to see how small gift
giving can be overlooked as a potential
network-building funding stream.9 These
large donations can help hospitals to
build new programs, attract world-class
physicians or plan brick-and-mortar
investments for years to come. As
important as they are, large donations
are elusive in an ever-competitive
philanthropic space.

Small gifts, by contrast, are less
competitive and more readily cultivated.
It also has been argued that these
small donations can add real value
when managed well. Potentially more
important is their ability to build a
vibrant network that sustains brand
loyalty10 through the cultivation of
goodwill.11 In pediatric hospitals, these
small gifts come in the form of cars,
dolls and crayons, and these institutions
naturally attract in-kind donations of
toys and small gifts. This article explores
how one pediatric hospital system
created an “Elf Workshop,” which
leveraged its combined stakeholders to
engage community giving to meet the
needs of the children, reduce costs and,
most importantly, build a philanthropic
network of donors and volunteers that
return year after year to give not only
during the holiday season but throughout
the year.
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Elf Workshop

Nemours Children’s Hospital
opened in the fall of 2012 as a
brand-new freestanding children’s
hospital. It is a comprehensive
pediatric academic medical
center with an adjacent suite of
ambulatory subspecialty clinics
and a fully functional emergency
department and surgical center.
The philanthropy department is
only a decade old and has had
to make inroads to cultivate
donors in this highly competitive
philanthropic space.
The Elf Workshop evolved

from the child-life program as the
process employed to receive the
considerable amount of in-kind
donations that were received at
this children’s hospital. Child-life
specialists wear many hats, and
one of those hats is to network
with the community for in-kind
gifts like toys, supplies and
services, such as magic shows
and special guest appearances. In
2013, the child-life team quickly
realized that it needed help
during the holidays to manage
this process and to capitalize on
the networking opportunity.

A taskforce held a series of
meetings after the first year
to engage the philanthropy,
child-life and volunteer
departments as cofacilitators
of the Elf Workshop. That
taskforce was joined by the
continuous improvement team
that specializes in process
improvement. One of the core
aspects of change revolved around
the intentional application of the
5S tenets (sort, set in order, shine,
standardize and sustain) to help
increase the relative return on
investment with each rollout of

Figure 1. Diagram of holiday donations processing at the Elf
Workshop.
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the Elf Workshop.12 Together, the
team developed the Elf Workshop
to ensure that the network of
donors and volunteers have a clear
process for the management of
holiday toy donations. Efficient
processes for the intake of in-kind
donations from the Elf Workshop
have led to a robust network of
donors with institutional brand
loyalty and considerable tangible
returns through small in-kind
donations.
The team worked to create
a clear visual for what team
members or volunteers needed to
do with the development office’s
effort to engage and direct donors,
as well as how supplies to run
the Elf Workshop are obtained
and donations received to ensure
a routine process. The processes
were developed to minimize staff
and volunteer time and effort
while maintaining a high-touch
experience for the donor. This
included written directions with
photographs explaining which
donation items were kept for inhospital use. Clear rubrics were
created to outline the management
of donations that were not to be
kept by the hospital (i.e., items
that did not meet infection control
standards or posed a choking
hazard). When possible, these
items were to be shared with
partner agencies in the local
community or discarded if unsafe.
The team worked to establish and
sustain the process for volunteers
and staff in setting up and taking
down the Elf Workshop, which
was deployed in varying spaces as
the hospital evolved. (See Figure
1.)
Additional rubrics, with
pictures, were created to sort
the donations that were kept for
hospital use. These rubrics defined
the placement/organization of
the gifts by age group, by type of

Table 1. Elf Workshop Donations (2012-2016)
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application or by the location for
their use within the health system.
In total, these rubrics served to
provide routine and clarity of
process, which helped to ensure
that staff and volunteers were
sorting donations in a standard
way. At the end of each holiday
season, the standard process was
revisited to provide opportunity for
consolidation, change or reflection
on how items were sorted and
used. Finally, a formal system of
assessment and reassessment was
conducted to review both process
compliance (audits of the cleaned
workspace) and outcomes (routine
cataloging of gifts received as well
as resources invested in terms of
both time and supplies).

Results

A review of data collected from the
initial year, 2012, indicates that
the child-life team independently
ushered in approximately $15,000
in in-kind donations. The team
estimated that to ensure smooth
receipt of donations that year, team
members invested more than 75
hours of their time, which netted
about $11,650 dollars’ worth of
toys and supplies after deducting
the cost of their time.
The following year, 2013, the
departments collaborated on a new

2014

2015

2016

system that leveraged 5S principles
and a cleaner system for receiving;
they also engaged an enthusiastic
group of volunteers and catalogued
and cultivated a donor network for
brand marketing. In 2013, team
members increased their receipt
of in-kind and cash donations to
an estimated $58,000, which was
3.86 times the prior year’s intake.
Each year since, they have seen
at least a 15 percent increase in
giving as the network of engaged
donors and volunteers continues
to grow (see Table 1). Couple this
increased intake with the inclusion
of volunteers to manage the intake
process, reducing the institution’s
investment of staff time in the
Elf Workshop, and the hospital
estimates that over the five years
of collected data (2012-2016), it
has received nearly $347,000 in net
proceeds from the Elf Workshop.
The tangible gains are clear, but so,
too, are the intangible benefits of
a growing network of volunteers
and donors who, with each added
toy or art supply, grow stronger
in brand loyalty and thus more
tightly connected to the network
of giving.

Conclusion

As the literature on philanthropy
grows, it is increasingly clear that
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donor support, especially in the
health care sector, will remain
a critical source of tangible and
intangible backing. In children’s
hospitals across the country,
philanthropy programs are
scratching their collective heads to
find new and innovative ways to
engage their local communities in
partnership to care for children’s
needs. Internally, they strive
to build partnerships with key
departments, such as volunteers
and child-life departments, to help
deliver on this need.
As these data suggest, inkind gift giving is a clear way to
engage a donor base with each
small step, though it is important
to note that this process is highly
labor-intensive and requires clear
processes. As this article points
out, when key stakeholders join
forces to improve communication
and integrated workflows, then
“many hands can make light
work.” This is especially true when
hospital volunteers are paired with
meaningful roles that help deliver

on the institution’s mission. These
clear and meaningful roles help
volunteers to play an active role
in the care delivery systems in
what the Institute for Healthcare
Improvement calls its
“Triple Aim”: improving the
patient experience of care,
improving the health of
populations and reducing the
per-capita cost of health care in
hospital settings.13 However, in
situations where there is lack
of clarity, accountability and
ownership for donation receiving,
the institution risks alienating the
very volunteer and donor network
they wish to cultivate.
In pediatric hospitals, the
community is eager to find ways
to support the sick children
in the local area. This excited
energy, especially present during
the holiday season, provides
philanthropy departments in
these institutions with a tailormade opportunity to grow their
network of donors one toy at a
time. This energy comes with

some strategic risks. These wellintentioned donors often want to
see the look of joy on the faces
of the children as their gifts
are delivered; however, patient
privacy concerns, as well as
the health conditions of some
immunocompromised children,
often make these interactions
impossible. Additionally, these
donors may be unaware of
the health risks that certain
toys or supplies may pose for
the children cared for in the
hospital—for example, dust and
other contaminants on stuffed
animals destined for children
with respiratory conditions or
games with small pieces that
pose a choking hazard for small
children. The system has to
be prepared to manage these
expectations, ensure safety
for the children and create an
environment where all volunteers
and donors are appreciated not
only for their donation but also
for the intention of the donation.
Despite these challenges, the
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philanthropy team can coordinate
with volunteers to cheerfully
receive the gifts and inform
donors they will reach children
in need. During the two weeks
before Christmas, community
partners and community members
flood the greeter desk with gifts
and overwhelm the day-to-day
operations. At the Elf Workshop,
volunteers were vital in the
initiation of a donation welcome
table. Volunteers, in partnership
with the development office and
the team, energetically welcomed
donors, accepted donations and
assisted in providing the donors
with confirmation of their gifts
before they left the facility.
In addition to the welcome
table, volunteers assisted in writing
thank-you notes to donors. The
power of a personalized thank you
card process helps the development
team with the retention and
recruitment of donors. Each donor
was mailed a handwritten thankyou card with a standardized
response and a photo of a “thankyou banner” that showcased
artwork from the children in care.
The incorporation of the children’s
artwork was essential to link the
donors to an emotional connection
with the institution, and volunteer
involvement in the standardized
thank-you card process assisted in
reducing the time spent sharing
excessive appreciation to individual
donors during the busy holiday/
donation season.
The child-life team plays a
pivotal role in helping to safeguard
the process by sorting the toys
in a way to ensure health effects
are mitigated for all in-kind gifts
received by the hospital, and in
ensuring that any toys that may be
unsafe for the hospital are directed
to other community organizations.
Volunteers can be trained in the

sorting process to assist the childlife team in ensuring that all items
received are appropriate for a
hospital setting.
When the philanthropy efforts
in children’s hospitals have active
internal and external networks
and partners, there is a wealth
of good to be achieved in the
advancement of institutional
aims, collaborative practice across
disciplines, recruitment and
retention of passionate volunteers
and, most importantly, improved
care and outcomes for the patients
and families for whom they all
serve.
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F E A T U R E | B y Lisa McElhenny and Brad Milius

Fundraising the

Cleveland
Clinic way

Exploring the benefits of implementing team
performance metrics within a group practice

I

n his book, The Cleveland Clinic Way,1
former Chief Executive Officer and
President of Cleveland Clinic Toby
Cosgrove, M.D., highlights stories
of collaboration where, without egos
and red tape, the group practice model
at Cleveland Clinic saved lives and
engaged in medical breakthroughs. He
also describes the skepticisms of a group
practice. He cites the “Lone Ranger
mentality” and explains, “ … some doctors
continue to believe that their individual
brilliance will be stifled in a collaborative
setting; others maintain that getting
doctors to agree and work together is a
hopeless task” (p. 9).
Fundraisers are not all that different.
Characterized as type-A, goal-oriented
road warriors championing their cause, it
is easy for fundraisers to work individually,
walking alongside a prospective donor
through every step of the cycle and fearing
that colleagues might throw a curveball or
distract the conversation.

At the Philanthropy Institute at
Cleveland Clinic, we designed a team
to overemphasize the idea of a group
practice and found that this model,
colloquially known as “teamwork,” was
just as effective in raising money as it was
in saving lives.
Most large nonprofit organizations
are divided into teams and departments,
and the traditional major gift officer is
measured on individual performance
metrics. In September 2016, we created
a team within our larger department,
called the Central Fundraising Team,
made up of four major gift officers,
each responsible for managing their
own portfolio of donors, prospects and
territories across the country. However,
instead of emphasizing their individual
metrics, the Central Fundraising Team
was given team performance metrics.
The goal of these collective performance
metrics was to motivate the gift officers
to do whatever it takes to best serve the
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donor and move the gift conversation
forward, including involving another gift
officer in the relationship.
For example, a gift officer on this
team, “John,” spent months building
a relationship by phone with a new
potential donor who lived on the other
side of the country. The type of gift
discussed warranted a visit, but John was
unable to coordinate a trip to the region.
To help the team reach its goals and
do what was best for the organization,
John connected the potential donor with
his colleague, “Jane,” who happened to
be heading to that part of the country.
John prepared a proposal, and the two
teammates spent time strategizing in
preparation for the solicitation visit.
During the visit, Jane secured the gift.
This process could have been held up
as John continued to wait for his own
opportunity to visit the donor, concerned
with his individual performance.
However, both gift officers were

This model, colloquially known
as “teamwork,” was just as
effective in raising money as it
was in saving lives.
motivated by the team’s goal and the
organizational mission instead of their
own recognition.
This consistent focus on doing what
is best for both the donor and the
organization led us to be more successful
than expected. We raised more than
$12 million in new philanthropic
commitments in 2017, with an initial goal
of $7 million. Each gift officer experienced
significant growth in his or her
fundraising activity and performance, and
deepened his or her level of engagement
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within the department. This
momentum has continued into
2018: The team had raised $15
million by the end of the second
quarter.
Cosgrove’s book further
describes the desire for autonomy
among doctors: “They like their
independence. The medical
profession attracts smart, capable,
self-driven individuals. They can
and do enjoy successful careers
managing their own affairs in
private practice” (p. 7). Those
words can easily be transferred
to describe an advancement
professional. It feels good to
secure a major gift, to experience
the reward of knowing you
played a role in making that
happen, and hours of cultivating
and strategizing set something
significant in motion. We
recognize the timeless adage in
our field: People give to people. We
build meaningful and sometimes
life-long relationships with our
benefactors. It is through trust and
familiarity that we are positioned
to ask for transformational gifts.
But there’s a catch. We do not
do what we do for ourselves. The
beneficiaries of a team approach to
fundraising are the donor and the
organizational mission.
A team approach to fundraising
requires a common goal, trust
and humility. To make this work,
we started with a team goal. We
huddled every Monday, inviting
each member of the team to share
what he or she had accomplished
in the previous week that pushed
the team closer to the goal and
what they had planned for the
upcoming week. The rhetoric
during these Monday morning
huddles focused on the collective
goals of dollars raised, number
of visits, number of new donors
and number of solicitations.
These regular updates reminded

Table 1. Questions and answers regarding team metrics

How Does It Work?
Do the gift officers
have individual
metrics as well as
team metrics?

Yes. Gift officers set individual metrics with
their manager each year, but these are
not included in their annual performance
review, so they serve as personal goals.
Formal reviews are based on qualitative
standards like teamwork, fundraising
activity and strategy. Personal goals are
typically number of visits, number of new
donors identified, dollars raised and number
of solicitations.

Can credit be
shared between
gift officers?

Yes. If more than one gift officer played a
role in securing a gift, we encourage gift
officers to share credit.

When the gift
officers visit in pairs,
who gets credit?

Both gift officers receive credit for shared
visits. We believe training opportunities are
invaluable and want to recognize the time
individual gift officers spend helping each
other.

each team member what is most
important and prevented the
temptation of trying to be a “lone
ranger.”1 Together we celebrated
milestones, and this weekly
meeting provided a sounding
board for new ways to approach
a prospective donor when the
conversation was stalled.
We also encouraged shared
visits. Each member of the team
traveled with a manager and was
invited to travel with his or her
peers. Two people means four
ears. We had tremendous success
because we were paying more
attention to the donor, listening
to the donor’s subtle hints about
his or her goals and passions.
Furthermore, it provided an
opportunity for colleagues to learn
from each other and experience
how they respond to a donor’s
questions, pitch a certain project or
pivot a conversation.
Perhaps the most important
outcome of conducting visits in
pairs was building a sense of trust
in each other. Seeing a colleague’s
capabilities first-hand built an

awareness that even if another
professional might handle a
situation slightly differently, the
goal was still the same: Secure the
largest possible gift to the greatest
joy of the donor with the greatest
benefit to the organization’s
mission (see Table 1). Once we
were able to establish this trust,
it became natural to bring in a
colleague who, for one reason or
another, was better positioned
to handle the next step with the
potential donor.
In one example of a shared visit,
Jane had been actively working
with a potential donor for many
months but was having difficulty
finding a project that matched
the potential donor’s passions.
Jane asked her colleague, John,
to join them on their next visit.
During the meeting, the potential
donor shared insights that led the
conversation to specific questions
on medical education programs.
It just so happened that John was
familiar with a philanthropic
initiative related to the donor’s
newly revealed interest and was
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able to articulate the needs of that
area. The potential donor agreed
to make a gift to support the
initiative. John provided invaluable
perspective and a new level of
awareness of the potential donor’s
interests and passions that allowed
both Jane and John to secure the
gift.
When describing The Cleveland
Clinic Way, Cosgrove emphasizes
the importance of specialists
coming together for the patient’s
benefit. In the group practice
model, it is never about the
caregiver; it is about the patient.
In our work, it is never about the
development officer; it is about
the donor and the mission. With
humility, we can take ourselves out
of the equation and ask, “What
needs to happen to strengthen
the relationship between this
prospective donor and the
organization?” Frequently, the
answer involves ourselves, but
often it requires a team. Any size
department could benefit from
focusing on a team effort. With a
small staff, consider sharing goals
with the proposal writer and the
program officer and bringing them
along for celebrations. It becomes
easier to embrace collaboration
when each person is working
toward a common goal.
As a team, we emphasized
humility and were held
accountable for continuous
improvement. We organized

monthly training sessions on
specific aspects of our role, such
as securing visits and managing
donor meetings. These sessions
were led by experienced colleagues
outside of the team to gain further
exposure to different styles and
approaches. Also, because so much
of fundraising is improvising,
we gathered as a team to role
play donor scenarios and practice
out loud. These improv-style
training sessions enable gift
officers to think on their feet and
be prepared for any direction a
gift conversation may go. Equally
as important, the improv-style
trainings allow each member of
the team to be vulnerable. We
have found that this vulnerability
and willingness to learn has
furthered the sense of humility
on our team and enabled team
members to more willingly ask for
help.
Achieving trust and humility
requires the right people. Cosgrove
echoed these thoughts when he
wrote, “Being the best… [is]
about having the right players
with the ability and desire to
work together”1 (p. 34). We were
fortunate that each member of
our team embraced this new
perspective and desired to work
together for the benefit of the
donor and the organization. We
began 2017 with a four-person
team within our larger department
with experience levels ranging

Table 2. Growth in performance using a team approach

Team Performance
2016

2017

Number of visits

460

926

Number of solicitations

125

174

Dollars raised

$6,325,856

$12,208,935

Number of prospects
qualified

689

1,165

from two to seven years. Over the
course of the year, we conducted
172 visits in pairs (926 overall),
qualified more than 1,100 new
potential donors and conducted
174 solicitations with the support
of our team members. With a
spirit of collaboration, we exceeded
our fundraising goal by $5 million
in 2017 and have since doubled
into a team of eight gift officers
(see Table 2). Our newest team
members have transitioned into
their role at an exponential rate
as a result of the shared visits and
mentorship within the team. We
believe this team-based approach,
closely aligned with the group
practice model described in The
Cleveland Clinic Way, will continue
to enable us to truly work together
for the benefit of our donors and,
ultimately, our mission.
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F E A T U R E | B y Clifford I. Harris, M.D.

Engaging physicians
in philanthropy:

Twelve years
later
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A doctor-turned-fundraiser shares tips for
collaborating with physicians

T
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he year 2006 seems like a long time ago, doesn’t
it? The biggest event from 2006 that sticks in my
memory is when the International Astronomical
Union downgraded Pluto from planet to dwarf planet.
The second biggest event I recall from that year is when
I published an article in this journal, called “Engaging
physicians in philanthropy: A peer to peer approach.”
In that article, I described my transition from primary
care doctor to full-time medical fundraiser, my early
efforts to engage physicians in fundraising at Children’s
Hospital Oakland and my work founding a Medical
Philanthropy Council to facilitate communication
between the development office and the medical staff.
While my article made no measurable impact on the
nomenclature of the solar system, it did stimulate some
fruitful conversations about doctors and fundraising.

Shortly after publishing the article, I left
Children’s Hospital and came to Stanford
Medicine, where I carved out a unique role
for myself as faculty liaison for development.
In addition to managing a portfolio of
major gift prospects, I am now in charge of
designing and delivering training programs
to help our doctors be successful in grateful
patient fundraising. Over the years, my
understanding of engaging physicians in
fundraising has evolved. Through my work
at Stanford and through my consulting
work at academic and community
hospitals, I’ve had many conversations
with fundraisers and physicians; despite
the differing cultures of these hospitals,
common themes and lessons have emerged.

Today, a dozen years since my first article
appeared in this journal—with a lot less
hair, and with my bifocals and hearing aids
comfortably in place—I’d like to share with
you my top 10 lessons learned on this topic.
1. Have compassion for doctors. They
are under an amazing amount of pressure.
I am intimately familiar with the incredible
stress of practicing medicine; it propelled
my decision to retire from clinical practice
and seek an alternative role in health
care. Interestingly, after I hung up the
stethoscope, I was able to see the magnitude
of that stress even more clearly. Those who
work in administrative roles with doctors,
as we development professionals do, need to
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I have found that two principal
factors determine a physician's
willingness to participate in
fundraising: motivation and
ease.
base all our interactions with doctors
on compassion. Having lived both
kinds of life (the physician’s life,
where a mistake can kill someone,
and the fundraiser’s life, where a
mistake might mean, at worst, that
a donor gets upset and doesn’t make
a gift), I can tell you that the degree
of complexity and strain in the daily
life of a doctor cannot be overstated.
I have heard gift officers say,
“Doctors just don’t ‘get’ fundraising.”
No. The problem is that fundraisers
often don’t “get” doctors. If it takes
four emails, three phone calls and
camping out in front of a doctor’s
office to get him or her to review
that stewardship letter, do it. Then
smile and thank the doctor sincerely.
2. Make it easy for them. I
have found that two principal
factors determine a physician’s
willingness to participate in
fundraising: motivation and ease.
Their motivation will be highest if
they have a big project of their own
that needs funding. Note that the
doctor’s motivation is not something
we as development officers can
do much to change. If a doctor
has taken some preliminary steps
to partner with the development
office (e.g., make prospect referrals),
an acknowledgement from the
department chair or dean can
boost motivation a little. But for
the most part, doctors’ motivation
will be determined by their needs;
either they are eager to secure

philanthropic support—or they are
not.
In contrast to this, the other
factor, ease, is something very much
in our control. Even in the face of
high motivation, action is unlikely
if it’s too difficult. Therefore, our
goal should be to do everything we
can to make it easy for physicians to
participate. Examples of such tactics
include:
• Setting up hotel space for a
development officer to work
in the clinical area to facilitate
meetings with doctors and to
encourage the doctors to keep
fundraising in mind.
• Giving doctors the cell phone
number of their assigned
development officer so they can
text or call right away when they
have a referral or question.
• Making fundraising a part of
the doctors’ monthly clinical
department meetings so
development officers can provide
ongoing training and support.
This way, even those with only
moderate motivation will take action
because it’s just so darn easy. I use
this rubric to judge new ideas for
physician engagement strategies
in the development office: I ask,
“Will this strategy make it easier for
doctors to participate?” If the answer
is no, then I do not recommend
proceeding.
3. Make philanthropy a solution
to their problems. So, doctors are

stressed and they are ridiculously
busy … and you want them to carve
out time to meet with you? To do
something extra? Something new
and uncomfortable? Not likely.
But you might have a chance if you
present philanthropy as an untapped
source of revenue that will help
doctors achieve their own goals.
I have seen many development
professionals frustrated by physicians
who won’t participate in fundraising
for the general good of the hospital
or for institutional priorities
that will only affect the doctors
peripherally. There will always be a
few Eagle Scout doctors who will
find energy to help you out with
broad initiatives. But to engage most
physicians, you must make it clear
that your services are an answer to
the challenges that keep them awake
at night. Allow physicians to direct
grateful patient gifts to their own
projects. Give them a seat at the
table when setting the fundraising
priorities. Make clear to them
“what’s in it for you,” and they just
might take your meeting.
4. Think twice before you ask
doctors for their own gifts. Most
physicians are not viable donor
prospects. First, their income
has been stagnant for decades,
leaving them feeling poor. They
grew up seeing physicians in
their community at the top of the
economic ladder and now, after all
those years of training, they may
be struggling to afford a home.
Unlike the doctors of their parents’
generation, today’s doctors see
higher incomes going to people
who studied far less than they
did—people in finance, technology,
insurance and real estate professions.
Add to that an increasingly busy
clinic schedule, electronic medical
record stresses and insurance
companies second-guessing their
decisions. It’s no surprise they are
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not feeling charitable. That’s why
I strongly recommend avoiding
any discussion of physician giving,
especially when just beginning
to engage the medical staff in
philanthropy.
Interestingly, I have found
doctors at community hospitals to be
somewhat more willing to give than
their academic counterparts. But
even there, I recommend proceeding
with caution. Over time, a physician
who is an active participant in
grateful patient fundraising may
come around to consider giving.
However, if the development
officer brings up the topic too soon,
irreparable damage can be done.
5. Recognize that individual
coaching is best. In 2012, Steve
Rum and Scott Wright, M.D.,
from Johns Hopkins Medicine
published a fascinating article

FIND DONORS

in a medical journal1 comparing
methods for coaching doctors in
grateful patient fundraising. They
came to the conclusion that the
most effective method is to offer
one-on-one coaching sessions.
This study nicely confirmed what
my own experience had shown. I
had been presenting detailed and
carefully rehearsed fundraising
lectures, going department by
department at Stanford, but was
only seeing behavioral change (i.e.,
doctors making referrals) in those
instances when the doctor was
getting personalized follow-up and
coaching from a gift officer. This
prompted me to adapt my strategy.
Now, we send the doctors a link to
watch a video of my presentation
on their own time, then schedule
confidential, individual sessions
to review the content, discuss the
doctors’ needs and objections and

conduct role playing with sample
scripts—a vital pedagogical step,
but something that most people are
unwilling to do in a group setting.
6. Address doctors’ number
1 objection: “I don’t want to ask
anyone for money.” When you
speak with doctors, emphasize
that the development officers,
and not the doctors, will do the
asking. We simply want the
doctors to help identify prospective
donors, to talk about their work
in a compelling way, and to
provide impactful stories about
the difference that philanthropic
support makes in advancing science
or improving patients’ lives. Make
it clear that there will be many
steps of cultivation before any ask
occurs, and when it does, it will
be the professional fundraisers (or
appropriately trained institutional
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leadership) who do it. I tell doctors,
“I want you to learn what to listen
for, and learn how to respond and
connect prospective donors to the
development office to take the next
steps.”
7. Address doctors’ number
2 objection: “Administration is
going to steal the gift.” Many
institutions have stories about a
wealthy grateful patient who wanted
to help an individual doctor, but the
administration redirected the gift
toward naming a building or some
other institutional priority. This
kind of entrenched negative “urban
legend” can be hard to combat.
And the truth is often complex and
subtle. For example, the grateful
patient may initially have expressed
a desire to help his doctor, then later
learned about an opportunity to
get his name on a building, which
was actually more important to
him. I have found reluctant doctors
may soften after a few modest
grateful patient gifts go smoothly
and efficiently into their account.
From that base of trust, they should
be more open to a donor-centric
approach. Most often, gifts made to
institutional priorities will be made
in addition to the gifts toward the
referring doctor’s research. It’s not
either/or, it’s and. Hopefully, you
have the ability to tell your doctors
sincerely that the prospects they
identify will always be given the
opportunity to support the doctors’
work. If your institution doesn’t
allow you to say that, I’m guessing
you don’t get many prospect referrals
from doctors.
8. Address doctors’ number
3 objection: “I don’t want to
compromise the doctor/patient
relationship.” Respecting and
protecting the sanctity of the doctor/
patient relationship is paramount.
Doctors need to know that we

will always respect their instincts
and honor their concerns about
communication with their patients.
Some doctors will worry about
us offending a patient by asking
them for money. My response is
to explain that the development
office should never ask anyone
for money if that person is not
interested in giving money. This
may sound like circular logic, but
the idea here is to emphasize that
a skilled development officer will
move carefully toward a solicitation,
gauging interest and inclination
through thoughtful listening and
conversation, before deciding if it is
appropriate to present a proposal. I
tell doctors that when development
is done right, there are no surprises,
and with no surprises, it is unlikely
that anyone will get offended.
Also, you can never go wrong
following the guideline to separate
the solicitation as much as possible
from the clinical encounter. For a
detailed analysis of the ethics of
grateful patient philanthropy and
protection of the doctor/patient
relationship, read Stacey Tovino’s
detailed analysis, “Giving Thanks:
The Ethics of Grateful Patient
Fundraising.”2
9. Understand that physicians
prefer to learn from other
physicians. The medical profession
is a venerable, consecrated endeavor
with highly intellectual and spiritual
aspects. Yet it also is a trade.
Accordingly, medical training is
an apprenticeship, with probates
learning under the watchful eye of
a master, in a hierarchical, almost
military structure. As a result,
doctors are accustomed to learning
from other doctors—even when
they are learning about nonmedical
topics, such as fundraising. Not
surprisingly, it is easier for me
(or other doctors who provide
development coaching) to get

doctors to listen to our message
and take it to heart. Moreover, the
grueling and emotionally taxing
process of medical training is a ring
of fire that all doctors must jump
through. This leaves doctors with
a sense that they are in a secret
guild, bonded in a special way
with all other doctors. This helps
me tremendously in my work. I
even bring in other doctors to help
me communicate the concepts
of grateful patient development.
For instance, I made a video of a
Stanford doctor telling a story about
how hard it was for him to learn
to listen and respond appropriately
when grateful patients ask how
they can help. I frequently use this
video clip in my physician coaching
work, and I find it is one of the most
impactful tools in my box. Doctors
need to know that their fellow
doctors are active in grateful patient
fundraising, too.3
10. Recognize that every
medical development office needs
a doctor on staff. As I outlined
above, the main reason for my
effectiveness as a fundraising coach
and partner for doctors is that I’m
one of them. That’s why I believe
that every hospital should have a
doctor working in their development
office. Perhaps it will be difficult
to find a doctor ready to devote
100 percent of his or her time to
fundraising. But I feel strongly that
every hospital should be able to find
a physician partner who has the
skills, personality and perspective
to be an effective and happy liaison
between the medical staff and the
development office. I’m not talking
about a volunteer doctor who may
help out now and then. I’m talking
about a formal, administrative
position in which the doctor is
paid a portion of his or her salary
to work one or two days a week
as a member of the development
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team, as the medical director of
philanthropy or some such title. The
return on investment can be huge.
Of course, it will be more affordable
for the development office to match
the salary level for an internist or
infectious disease specialist, for
example, than for a cardiac surgeon
or ophthalmologist, whose income
expectations are significantly higher.
But if the perfect candidate for this
work is a surgeon at your institution,
you still might be able to work out a
mutually beneficial arrangement—
don’t say no for the prospect! Note
that I do not recommend putting
into this role the lovable, retired
physician who everyone adores,
and is willing to totter in every
Monday afternoon for a small
stipend. Such appointments belittle
the importance of philanthropy and
hinder progress in energizing the
medical staff. Create a formal job
description for a midcareer, active

clinician, and do your due diligence
by getting confidential opinions
from the medical staff before hiring
them. The right doctors for these
roles are out there. I am not as much
of an anomaly as you may think.
As our nation grapples with
the challenge of providing quality,
affordable health care for an aging
population, and federal research
dollars grow increasingly tighter,
philanthropy is becoming an
increasingly important funding
source. Physician involvement in
grateful patient philanthropy is
a tremendous way to boost the
fundraising effectiveness at every
hospital, and it’s an opportunity
waiting to be seized. I hope the
recommendations I have outlined
will be of service to help you engage
your physicians. If you have other
insights or questions about this, I’d
love to hear from you.
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Risks and rewards of

venture
philanthropy
Alternate avenues for philanthropically
minded individuals or foundations to
simultaneously give, invest and impact social
good are emerging trends

A

s the charitable giving landscape becomes
increasingly more competitive, many forwardthinking nonprofit organizations (NPOs) are
seeking to attract new sources of philanthropic giving
that are as innovative as the projects they curate. With
limited funding from the government and insurance
payments, NPOs are often accustomed to struggling to
meet the bottom line to accomplish primary missions
and face many obstacles in taking on new ventures.
As a result, available funds are typically earmarked for
initiatives with measurable and predictable outcomes,
leaving riskier groundbreaking and revolutionary
concepts on the cutting-room floor.
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Venture philanthropy offers a
solution to this predicament. In the
past, philanthropists have traditionally
maintained a distanced relationship
with recipient organizations, expecting
that the nonprofit will aggregate funds
in the areas where they are most needed
and anticipating generalized metrics
that substantiate the effort. However,
venture philanthropists extend the
benefactor/beneficiary relationship
by combining charitable giving with
implementing for-profit strategies that
require the organization to function
more like a business. In exchange
for their contributions, donors not
only get to provide critically needed
early support for causes about which
they are passionate, but also have the

opportunity to see substantial returns
on investments—whether through
measurable social impact, involvement
in future research or, in some cases,
even financial returns through the more
formal alternative funding vehicle of
impact investing.

History of venture philanthropy
Venture philanthropy began in the
1990s as a way to describe savvy donors
who recognized great potential in
applying business principles and tactics
to charitable giving, with an ultimate
goal of impacting global or local
problems. The term is derived from the
risk-taking venture capitalists willing
to contribute large amounts of money
into revolutionary enterprises that show
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game-changing potential in their
respective fields. The concept
encourages nonprofits to create
highly effective fundraising
systems that function more like
businesses, utilizing the diversity
of expertise within their network
of external business and financial
advisers to acquire new partners,
explore alternate approaches
and define and analyze metrics.
In addition to traditional
monetary contributions, major
donors subscribing to the
venture philanthropy ideology
offer diverse forms of support,
such as offering low-interest
loans to jump-start a project,
serving on boards and providing
management or marketing
advice.
Devin Thorpe, journalist,
author and speaker on
entrepreneurial finance and social

good, views venture philanthropy
as a vehicle for providing new
ways to address old problems.
“It’s a new model for
philanthropists to fund new
projects by serving as an
incubator or accelerator to back
innovative concepts early with
little evidence,” he said.
He explains that by expanding
networks and merging resources,
donor entities can help enhance
supply chains, diversify boards
and form strategic relationships
that might not have otherwise
been possible by the nonprofit on
its own.
The shift represents a
departure from the mindset of
simply providing a donation
to establishing resources to
garner growth and success for
innovative initiatives. Although
measurements are established,
the practice is still philanthropic
because the recipients are the
primary decision makers in
choosing the milestones and
benchmarks and leading the
research and development.

What projects attract
venture philanthropists?
We provide specialized and
expert services to support:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Grateful Patient Fundraising
Clinician Engagement
Capital Campaign Fundraising
Strategic Planning
Board and Volunteer Training
Operational Assessments
Gift Planning Training
Donor Relationship Technology
Stewardship and Donor Retention

Connect With Us:

Phone: 877-500-9659
Email: info@health-giving.com
Web: health-giving.com
Twitter: @HealthGiving

Looking through the lens of
the increasingly savvy investor,
venture philanthropists give
preference to supporting projects
that affect greater social impact.
These donors will not necessarily
be the same investors that have
participated in traditional giving
opportunities. Much like their
venture capitalist counterparts
rooted in the technology boom,
they often seek to disrupt
the normative constructs of
charitable giving by supporting
underrepresented populations
and cutting-edge research and
innovation.
From a grand perspective,
the practice is more inclined

to backing mission-related
versus project-related proposals
that generate a larger impact
on a community as a whole
rather than addressing acute
needs of a singular entity.
Funding construction projects
with naming opportunities or
securing a new MRI machine
would provide an ideal giving
environment to reach out to
traditional private or corporate
donors. By contrast, venture
philanthropists would seize
an opportunity to back a
project promoting cutting-edge
pharmaceutical studies, bringing
new IT wearables to the market
or expediting emerging pediatric
research. In return for their
donations, they expect nonprofits
to be more accountable and
more measurable, but they are
also willing to be more involved
in assisting NPOs in satisfying
these criteria.

Pros and cons of venture
philanthropy in a health
care setting

Pam King Sams is an
international relationship
development expert who helps
organizations and companies
build relationships and create
successful partnerships in the
Middle East. In her experience
with forging relationships
between high-profile donors
and prospective recipients,
Sams has identified several
pros and cons for health care
development practitioners
considering an integrative
approach to introducing venture
philanthropy into a fundraising
strategy. On the positive side,
Sams notes that hospitals can
use venture philanthropy as an
extra vehicle to raise resources.
They can also diversify resources
by taking advantage of corporate
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knowledge and relationships
afforded by their connection to
the donor. Nonprofits such as
hospitals may even find rewards
from reversing roles, serving as
donors by investing in startups
with similar missions and
enjoying returns on investment
resulting from their success.
On the contrary, Sams
acknowledges venture
philanthropy might not be
the right solution for every
project. She says successful
implementation of the venture
philanthropy model “relies on
the ability to network with
other entities, so if the project’s
beneficiary is more singular in
nature, traditional fundraising
may be a better fit.”
She also notes that some
sectors or organizations may
struggle because they are harder
to measure, which might leave
out smaller, unstructured
organizations that are founded by
passion.

Implications for hospitals
and health care facilities

Based on data presented in the
2017 AHP Report on Giving,
hospitals not only primarily
engage in traditional fundraising
methods, but they also allocate
the largest portion of donated
funds to traditional projects.
According to survey participants
representing typical responding
health care organizations
in 2016, construction and
renovation accounted for the
largest use of funds (22.3
percent), followed closely by
capital equipment expenditures
(19 percent). This correlation
makes sense given that buildings
and large equipment purchases
offer major donors attractive
incentives such as naming
opportunities.

Recommendations for development
practitioners
Health care development experts interested in incorporating
venture philanthropy principles into their fundraising strategy
should consider the following information when structuring donor
proposals:
Promote innovation. Traditional donors gravitate toward
traditional projects. Attract venture philanthropists by inviting
them to participate on the forefront of cutting-edge projects
that have the potential to redefine standard procedures
and approaches. Outline any potential return on investment
associated with backing the project in its early phases.
Demonstrate impact and scale. Venture philanthropy revolves
largely around the concept of investing to create social good.
Be prepared to show the project’s impact outside of the host
organization. Consider partnering with unaffiliated NPOs to
extend the organizational reach farther into a community.
Connect the community benefits to any related savings to the
organization’s overall bottom line.
Make it measurable. To be successful, show how you will
define success. Articulate specific parameters that you will use to
measure milestones, metrics and accountability.
Build a diverse network. Since venture philanthropy mirrors
constructs rooted in the business world, including multiple entities
from a range of backgrounds is essential. Form a research
consortium and board comprised of diverse members. Create an
unbiased management group that sits outside of the project to
consult with, evaluate and advise the project team.

Likewise, the AHP report also
states that education, research
and community support—
prime initiatives for support
by venture philanthropists—
make up only 12.1 percent
of the use and distribution
of donor funds. With this in
mind, the concept of venture
philanthropy, which involves
taking risks on innovative and
often unsubstantiated and
collaborative projects, would
be a radical departure for some
hospitals because it benefits the
community and not necessarily
the hospital directly. The
mission of health would have to
supersede the individual benefits,
with the understanding that with
great risks comes the potential

for great rewards.
Ernie Vargo, CFRE, president
and chief executive officer of the
Eskenazi Health Foundation,
estimates that nearly 89 percent
of all philanthropic giving
comes from individual donors,
making the prospect of diverting
existing development efforts
and resources to nontraditional
sources all the more daunting.
This fundamental transformation
requires a willingness to consider
a holistic approach to community
health care, examining which
factors outside of medicine can
truly make an impact. Programs
that emphasize prevention and
awareness, such as nutrition,
exercise and family support, can
really affect public health on a
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broad scale while simultaneously
impacting the bottom line.
Vargo noted that in the
health care sector, risk tolerance
can tend to be fairly low to
avoid lawsuits, loss of future
donors and risk of reputation.
In an environment that expects
outstanding results with minimal
overhead, no marketing budget
and guaranteed success, he
recognizes the difficulty in
approaching donors armed with
the reality that “we have a chance
to change the world, but we also
might fail.”

Successful application of
the venture philanthropy
model

Located in Indianapolis, Indiana,
the new Sandra Eskenazi
Center for Brain Innovation
is transforming the approach
to patient care for individuals
diagnosed with brain conditions
such as Alzheimer’s disease,
dementia and schizophrenia.
While traditional cure-oriented
research studies are often
supported by federal and private
funding, the evidence-based
science discovered in the process
can take an estimated 17 years
to be implemented at a patient’s
bedside. During its inception,
the center’s founders sought
to provide a more immediate
impact by treating patients
and caregivers as a team and
expediting the introduction
of cutting-edge technology
through rapid translational and
implementation science.
From a fundraising
perspective, focusing on the
revolutionary combination of
patient care, familial support and
real-time research posed unique
challenges when approaching
the capital campaign phase. The
center would not primarily aim to

Although venture philanthropy
is still in its infancy, a gradual
transformation is beginning
to emerge in which NPOs are
reassessing what it means to
really make change.
find a cure, but rather to provide
care for the whole person—mind,
body and family—and expedite
the translation of best practices
discovered in the lab directly to
patient care. With a mission that
does not guarantee quantitative
metrics, the Eskenazi team
hoped to attract risk-taking
donors willing to contribute
transformative gifts.
As the daughter of Sidney and
Lois Eskenazi, founders of the
Eskenazi Health Foundation,
Sandra Eskenazi was accustomed
to a culture of philanthropic
giving. However, it was her work
as a physician’s assistant that
motivated her to become involved
in supporting the brain center
early in its inception. Her firsthand observation of the stigma
and lack of resources associated
with mental health issues
compelled her to make a $5
million donation to the fledgling
project that ultimately created
a snowball effect. Eskenazi’s
involvement and willingness to
take a leap of faith in hopes that
significant changes could be
made in the areas of Alzheimer’s,
dementia and schizophrenia
provided credibility for the
initiative and served as an
impetus for future fundraising.
With her support, the team
was able to hire a diverse
interdisciplinary body of
researchers who collaborated and

recommended additional sources
of grant funding that lowered
the dependence upon private
donations.
“We especially wanted to
bring scientists together who
were working either on dementia
or schizophrenia. They soon
discovered that their respective
research was applicable to the
other,” Vargo said. “As a result
of this initial work, a business
model that anticipated $5 million
in grants has resulted in more
than $42 million.”
The success of the campaign,
originally expected to raise
$50 million and run from 2015
to 2020, has been a welcome
surprise for Vargo.
“We are close to reaching
our goal,” Vargo said. “The
philanthropic goal has been
revised to $13.5 million as a
result of increased grant funding.
The total project will exceed $50
million in total support.”
The Sandra Eskenazi Center
for Brain Innovation also
serves as an example of how
venture philanthropy promotes
and nurtures contemporary
approaches that generate
significant social impact and
reform standards of care.
“The Center is providing a
model of care that is having
dramatic results in keeping
patients [with Alzheimer’s] from
long-term care facilities and
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enabling caregivers to have a
balanced life and mitigate their
mental health issues,” Vargo said.
“This model of care is now being
replicated. The early psychosis
clinic is now the hub of care
for the state of Indiana, and
the Eskenazi Health physicians
are remotely consulting with
clinicians and patients around
the state.”

Offering multiple ways to
give: A win-win situation

Vargo believes that although
venture philanthropy is not
perfect for every project or every
donor, it is a viable model that
represents a shift in strategic
plans.
“Health care should be at the
forefront of this movement,”
Vargo stated, citing the
many failures pharmaceutical
researchers endure before
successfully developing lifesaving and life-altering
medications. Although venture
philanthropy is still in its
infancy, a gradual transformation
is beginning to emerge in which
NPOs are reassessing what it
means to really make change.
“Donors have been willing
to give away their assets their
whole lives, and by nature they
want you to succeed,” Vargo
said. “We just have to encourage
risk-takers and educate the
donor community on the power
of transformative gifts as a
viable alternative to traditional
philanthropy.”
Tanya Ickowitz is a
communications
consultant with Mayes
Communications in
Washington, D.C. She
has nearly 20 years of
experience advising
and working with organizations in the
finance, education and nonprofit
sectors.
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Venturing off-course: navigating
complex gifts to stay on track

When organizations become more donor-centric, everyone thrives.
The donor feels heard, energized and properly stewarded. As a
result, you may witness some of the most transformative gifts of your
entire career.
However, an increase in donor-centric approaches—including
venture philanthropy—may lead to an increase in the number of
complex gifts you might have to exercise judgment upon. Here are
five techniques to consider and put into place now, even before that
tricky gift crosses your threshold:
1. Be mindful of who you need to involve when considering a gift. It
may vary depending on the gift but know your organization’s gift
acceptance committee. This is a formal committee that includes
executives from the organization and the board of trustees. It
cannot be up to the development officer to accept or deny
complex gifts.
2. Y
 our gift acceptance committee needs to make decisions ahead
of time, so you are prepared to respond to individual donors and
do what is best for your organization. For example, does your
organization count bequests in a campaign?
3. N
 ext, be aware of the gift acceptance policies that are in place
to govern what development officers can do and what gifts
you can and cannot accept. These should be written, board
approved, and part of the ongoing operation of the institution.
This way, when a donor proposes a complicated gift, you have
a document you can point to. If an exception is to be made, the
committee must approve it.
4. H
 ow important is it to your organization that you raise cash for this
project? Your answer to this will help you decide whether you can
accept a donor’s proposal or if you should only accept outright
gifts or long-term pledges.
5. D
 etermining your campaign counting guidelines before the effort
gets underway not only makes your life a lot easier, it is also best
practice.
Stuart Sullivan, senior vice president with Graham-Pelton, provides
senior level counsel on campaigns, strategic planning, various forms
of giving and management of programs and staff. Stuart has served
in executive positions at numerous well-known institutions, including
Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia and several top universities. Reach
him at ssullivan@grahampelton.com or by calling 800/608-7955.
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